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Instructional Design Edition



Let's come up with 5 top
prompts for

instructional designers!

Free GPT Prompts



Why it's a timesaver: Instructional designers
often cater to different age groups, with adult
learners being a common demographic. This
prompt provides foundational principles for
designing effective e-learning content for

adults, allowing designers to quickly incorporate
proven techniques without extensive research.

 "Provide best practices
for creating engaging

e-learning modules for
adult learners about

[subject]."



Why it's a timesaver: Interactivity enhances
learner engagement. With this prompt,

instructional designers can get a list of relevant
interactive components tailored to their course
topic, bypassing the brainstorming phase and

moving directly into course development.
 

Try postprompting "make it cooler"!

"Suggest interactive
elements I can
integrate into a

[specific topic] online
course."



Why it's a timesaver: As mobile learning
becomes increasingly prevalent, it's essential to
ensure content is optimized for smaller screens.

This prompt offers a streamlined checklist,
enabling designers to create mobile-ready

content without having to piece together
guidelines from multiple sources.

"Outline key
considerations for
designing mobile-

friendly learning
content about

[subject]."



Why it's a timesaver: Feedback is critical to
iterative course design. With this prompt,

instructional designers can quickly generate a
comprehensive survey, ensuring they capture

essential feedback without building a
questionnaire from scratch.

"Provide a template for
a [subject] course
feedback survey to

gauge learner
satisfaction and areas

for improvement."



Why it's a timesaver: Storytelling is a powerful
tool for making content memorable and

relatable. This prompt provides actionable
storytelling techniques tailored for educational

contexts, allowing designers to weave
narratives into their courses without the

preliminary research or ideation.

"List strategies for
incorporating

storytelling into
instructional design for

a course about
[subject]."



Your AI is hungry. The more data and info you
feed it as part of your prompts, the stronger it

gets and the more it helps you.
 

Tell it about your job every time you prompt!

Remember to
Feed your AI



Did you enjoy this carousel? Let me know in the
comments below, and consider reposting and

sharing this carousel!
 

Have your own tips, favorite prompts, or want
exposure? Feel free to comment below!

Thanks for dropping by!
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